One major difference among surgical instruments is the level of bodily disruption and tissue trauma that surgical devices might cause the patients. This newly designed and developed surgical instrument aims at minimally invasive therapy procedure, more reliable and durable function, less operational force, and reduced manufacturing cost. The computer aided modeling and simulation have been applied to help this new instrument design and analysis. This improved new surgical instrument is designed to use in general surgery to prevent patient's vessels and tissues from being damaging due to reliable motion control of surgical clips with no unexpected clip drop. It can also be applied to surgical education purpose to educate medical students for their future surgical careers. The prototype testing indicated that the handle operational force to close surgical clips is lower than current surgical clip instruments, product manufacturing is cost-effective due to less dimensional tolerance control of this new instrument design, more reliable instrument function, and good mechanical advantage.
Introduction
The surgical clip instruments provide function of suturing, occluding, ligating, and clamping. Proper use of surgical clip instruments can prevent surgical procedure from alignment problems [1] . The professional protocols must be strictly followed during surgical procedure and basic clinical trainings must be provided [2] . Since hardened tissues will be easily trapped between surfaces of instruments and organs, the sterilized surgical clip instruments should be kept clean to prevent tissues from hardening [3] . The new surgical instruments are currently being studied in order to minimize the trauma caused to patients, reduce the surgical recovery period, and provide surgeons with cost-effective devices [4] . Suture is a slow process and it might cause the suppuration surround cutting area and patients will have pain feeling when remove the suture [5] . This newly designed surgical clip instrument can help surgeon in their general surgical procedure to prevent surgical clip drop incident, speed up and improve the surgical process. It can also be used in surgical education to benefit future surgeons.
New Surgical Clip Instrument
In this new surgical clip instrument, the surgical clips are loaded into a protective channel in sequence. The instrument is placed at the wound edge through the open slot of the jaw pair. Driving the track channel proximally by the instrument handles can move the clips from track channel. Pushing surgical clip distally through driving channel can open jaw pair simultaneously in this new instrument. The maximum opening between the clip prongs can be achieved when instrument jaw pair is fully opened. When driving channel fully push clip distally, the surgical clip can be closed and secured onto patient's tissues or vessels.
The Figures 1 and 2 show different prototype views and Figure 3 indicates the partial view of internal mechanism of this new surgical instrument.
Computational Modeling and Analysis
The force and energy equations in this newly developed surgical clip instrument design can be determined as follows.
Here,
Based on force balance in this instrument design,    The load applied to surgeon's hand Ffinger can be derived from above equations. The computer aided modeling and simulation indicated the optimized instrument performance at D = 3.98 and R = 1.61.
Referring Equation (5) 
The velocity ratio of Vr (V angular /V linear ) can be determined through computer aided simulation. The results are indicated in Figure 4 . 
The above result shows that surgeons only require applying 3.015 lbf forces when 20 lbf jaw pair force is needed to fully close the surgical clip in this new surgical instrument. This 3.015 lbf force is lower than current specs of 4 lbf force and it will benefit surgeons during surgical procedure.
Prototype Testing
The prototype of this new surgical instrument has been tested under different instrument design ratio shown in Table 1 .
The prototype testing indicates that, under optimized design ratio of D/R = 3.98/1.61, the mechanical advantage is 3.3194 which are very close to 3.317 from computer aided simulation. This verifies the credibility and feasibility of this new surgical instrument design. 
Conclusion
This paper introduces a new surgical clip instrument design through 3D modeling, computational simulation, and prototype testing. 3D modeling and computer aided simulation can help geometrical design and dynamical analysis of new surgical instruments. The unit geometry, mechanical dynamics and visual access of this new surgical instrument have been analyzed to assist the surgeon in surgical procedures. Computer aided modeling and simulation are applied to the instrument design to determine its feasible geometry and weeping boundary. The kinematic analysis of unit mechanism can provide a systematic approach to verify instrument functionality. Both computational modeling and prototype testing verify that this new surgical instrument shows more reliable function, good mechanical advantage, cost-effective in unit production, and safe use in surgical procedure. This new surgical instrument can be applied to general surgical procedure to benefit surgeons in their surgical processes. It can also be used in surgical education to educate medical students in their future surgical careers. The prototype of this new surgical instrument will be sent to clinic fields for further evaluation and improvement.
